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Preise polynomial heuristi for an NP-omplete problem
P.M. Duxbury and C.W. Fay IV
∗
Dept. of Physis & Astronomy, Mihigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA
We introdue a simple, eient and preise polynomial heuristi for a key NP omplete problem,
minimum vertex over. Our method is iterative and operates in probability spae. One a stable
probability solution is found we nd the true ombinatorial solution from the probabilities. For
system sizes whih are amenable to exat solution by onventional means, we nd a orret minimum
vertex over for all ases whih we have tested, whih inlude random graphs and diluted triangular
latties of up to 100 sites. We present preise data for minimum vertex over on graphs of up
to 50,000 sites. Extensions of the method to hard ore latties gases and other NP problems are
disussed.
PACS numbers: 05.10.-a,05.50.+q
There is intense interest in the relationships between
statistial physis and omputational omplexity, from
both the omputer siene and physis ommunities.
This ativity has resulted in the appliation of physis
methods to omputer siene [1, 3℄ and lever extensions
of omputer siene methods to glassy problems[2℄. The
NP-omplete lass of problems lie at the nexus of these
diussions. Exat solvers for NP-omplete problems are
usually restrited to at most a few hundred nodes whih
severely limits their pratial appliations. The ompu-
tational omplexity of this lass of problem has also moti-
vated a great deal of the interest in quantum omputing,
in the hope that this new paradigm will signiantly im-
prove the eieny with whih we an solve NP-omplete
problems.
In this report we introdue a new lass of heuristi
NP-omplete solvers, whih operate in probability spae
rather than ombinatorial spae. We illustrate the poten-
tial of these methods by analysing the minimum vertex
over problem[3, 4℄, whih is a lassial hard problem
in the NP-omplete lass[5℄. The method we develop is
surprisingly simple and eetive and extends in an ob-
vious way to a broad lass of dense paking problems
in hard ore lattie gases, whih are of signiant phys-
ial interest. These paking problems are simply stated.
Given a set of hard ore onstraints, what is the maxi-
mum density of partiles that an be plaed on a given
lattie or graph. Minimum vertex over maps to the sim-
plest problem in this lass, the hard ore lattie gas where
only nearest neighbor oupation is exluded. There is no
energy parameter in the paking problems we onsider,
there is only the hard ore onstraints. Though these
paking problems are simply stated they are proven to
be in the NP lass, and hene any signiant advane in
their analysis has broad impliations in both siene and
tehnology.
The methods we introdue work by dening a loal
probability on eah site of a graph. In the ase of ver-
tex over we intodue the probability that a site has a
∗
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guard on it. These loal probabilities are updated re-
ursively using a relation whih is loally exat for the
probabilities. We all this proedure an Exat Loal
Probability Reursion (ELoPR) algorithm. In the ase
of hard ore latties gases, the ELoPR update rule is ex-
tremely simple (see below) and iteration of this proedure
rapidly onverges to a steady state oupany probabil-
ity on eah site of a given graph. The method is ar-
ried out for a given graph onguration and applies to
any graph lass, inluding random graphs, diluted reg-
ular graphs and graphs with struture. This robustness
makes ELoPR methods very attrative from a pratial
point of view.
First, we dene the probability Pi that a site, i, in a
lattie gas is oupied by a partile. If a lattie gas par-
tile is present Pi = 1, while if the site is empty, Pi = 0.
The minimum vertex over is the minimum number of
guards whih must be plaed on the nodes of a graph
so that every edge of the graph is overed by a guard[3, 4℄.
We dene a probability Vi, so that Vi = 1 if a guard is
present, while Vi = 0 is a guard is absent. We work
with ontinuous probability so we also allow the possi-
bility that 0 < Vi < 1, whih orresponds to degener-
ate sites where in some ground states site i is oupied
while in others it is not. The lattie gas and vertex over
probabilities are related by Vi = 1 − Pi. The minimum
vertex over orresponds to empty sites in a dense pak-
ing of a hardore lattie gas with only nearest neighbor
exlusion[4℄.
The ELoPR algorithm for minimum vertex over is
based on a simple update rule. A guard is required at
node i if any of the nodes to whih it is onneted does
not have a guard. That is, the only ase where a guard
is not required is if all of the onneted neighbors are
already guarded. This leads to the expression,
Vi = 1.0−
v(i)∏
j=1
Vn(j) (1)
where i is the site whih is being updated, v(i) is the
number of sites to whih it is onneted and n(i) is the
set of neighboring sites. The ELoPR algorithm is on-
sists of simply iterative updating Eq. (1). The ompu-
2tational time required for the minimum vertex over is
then O(Nvmaxnit), where N is the number of nodes in
the graph, vmax is the number of neighbors of the most
highly onneted node in the graph, and nit is the num-
ber of sweeps of the lattie required for onvergene of
the site probabilities Vi. We nd that nit is at most a
few thousand even for latties of 50, 000 sites.
Our implementation of the ELoPR algorithm is as fol-
lows. We generate a graph and initialise the algorithm by
assigning ontinuous random values of Vi to eah of the
sites of the graph. We then sweep through all of the sites
of graph, in a randomized order, updating Vi at eah
site using Eq. (1). We nd that after several hundred
sweeps of the lattie, the ELoPR proedure leads to a
steady state value for Vi on eah site, for almost all nite
initial onditions. Remarkably, there appears to be lit-
tle metastability so that ELoPR usually nds a orret
over. However for some initial onditions, and parti-
ularly near the so alled ore perolation" threshold[6℄
metastability is more likely. However by sampling a set
of initial onditions, usually only one or two are required,
we are able to nd the orret minimum vertex over for
all ases whih we have studied.
In the data presented below, we required that the av-
erage site probabilities, Vi were onverged to auray
5 × 10−8. All of the alulations were arried out in
double preision on 32-bit linux PC's. We wrote two ver-
sions of the ode, one in Fortran and the other in ++.
These odes give idential results, for the same set of
graphs, initial onditions and onvergene riteria. We
found that the steady state values for Vi are either "1",
"0", or an intermediate value. This is illustrated in the
top panel of Fig. 1 for a 100 node triangular lattie. The
sites whih have an intermediate value are the degener-
ate sites, while the sites whih have values "1" or "0"
are the frozen sites. We heked our algorithm against
the exat algorithm of Aleksandar Hartmann for a large
number of small random graphs and diluted triangular
latties. In all ases, we found that for the latties sizes
aessable to exat methods the ELoPR proedure gives
results whih are lose to exat. The triangular lattie
does yield some ases where ELoPR onverges to a higher
than optimal over. The origin of this problem is lusters
of small loops whih are ommon on triangular latties,
but not on random graphs. The problem ours in the
alulation of an inorret degeneray on small loops and
we have been able to resolve this degeneray by generat-
ing a true over from the ELoPR probabilities, as will be
desribed below.
The ELoPR method for vertex over is very eient.
Finding the minimum vertex over for a random graph
with N = 50, 000 nodes at c = 3.0 takes about a minute
on a desktop linux mahine. A histogram of the degen-
erate and frozen probababilities for random graphs at
c = 2, 3, 4 is presented in Fig. 2. The sites whih are
frozen overed orrespond to the delta funtion at one,
while the sites whih are frozen unovered orrespond to
the delta funtion at zero. In addition there is a broad,
Figure 1: The minimum vertex over on a 100 node diluted
triangular lattie. Top Figure: The probabilisti solution
found using ELoPR. The solid irles are nodes where a guard
is neessary. The open irles are nodes where a guard is un-
neessary. The hathed nodes are degenerate. Bottom Figure:
A spei minimum vertex over generated from the ELoPR
probabilities. The minimum vertex over for this graph is 54
as was onrmed by nding the exat over using an exat
solver.
almost uniform ontinuum spread on the interval [0,1℄.
As the average o-ordination number of the graph in-
reases the delta funtion at "1" inreases, the degener-
ate ontinuum dereases and the delta funtion at "0"
dereases. In Figure 3, we present results for the aver-
age over and the fration of frozen sites as a funtion
of bond onentration on random graphs. These results
are ompared with data generated using survey propa-
gation methods[7℄, with the replia symmetri solution
and with results found by extrapolation using exat data
on small latties[3, 4℄. The replia symmetri results are
believed to be a lower bound to the true average over,
while the survey propagation results[7℄ are believed to
be an improved lower bound. It is evident from the prior
results that the ELoPR results are extremely enourag-
ing as they orrespond to a true over and hene are an
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Figure 2: The distribution of vertex over probabilities, F (V ),
for N = 50, 000 site random graphs at c = 2.0(◦), c = 3.0(∆)
and c = 4.0(×).
upper bound to the minimum vertex over. If we aept
that the survey propagation results are a lower bound,
the true over is tightly bounded by the ombination of
survey propagation and ELoPR. The ELoPR results of
Fig. 3 are for one N = 50, 000 site random graph at eah
value of c, however at the resolution of this gure they are
equivalent to the asymptoti limit ELoPR results whih
we have found by nite size saling. We found that the
vertex over self-averages, so that the results for other
realisations of latties of this size are idential, to the
resolution of this gure. The ELoPR results presented
in this gure required about 30 minutes on a 500MHz
linux mahine and inludes data at 100 values of c on the
interval [0,20℄. The number of frozen nodes found using
ELoPR for a given set of initial onditions is higher than
that found using exat methods, however if we searh
over a variety of initial onditions we nd a dierent set
of frozen nodes. Moreover the frozen nodes we nd af-
ter sampling over initial onditions are the same as the
frozen nodes found using exat methods.
The ELoPR update formula (1) an be also be used
to develop analyti approahes. To illustrate this, we
now reprodue the replia symmetri result in a simple
manner. Consider the update proedure (1) on a bond-
diluted Bethe lattie, with probability p that a bond is
present. We seek a steady state solution to V , where V
is the probability that a site far from the boundary of the
Bethe lattie is oupied by a guard. The probability that
this node is oupied by a lattie gas partile is P = 1−V .
It is most straightforward to work in terms of the lattie
gas oupany P . We write down a reurrene relation
for the probability that a node is oupied by a lattie
gas partile. If the node is part of a Bethe lattie of o-
ordination z, then there are α = z−1 nodes whih are at
a lower level in the tree. We then write down a reursion
relation relating P at the urrent node to the values of
P at the α nodes at the lower level in the tree. The
reursion relation we use is Eq. (1), with Pi = 1−Vi and
with the restrition that the values of Pi are the same
on all nodes, ie. we make a uniform approximation. In
order for a node to be oupied by a lattie gas partile,
all of the nodes to whih it is onneted must NOT be
oupied, we then have,
P = (1− pP )α → e−cP (2)
where the expression on the RHS is the random graph
limit found by using, p = c/N , α = N , N → ∞, where
N is the number of nodes in the graph. Eq. (2) is the
branh probability.
In order to nd the vertex over from the branh prob-
ability P , we take aount of degeneray whih ours
when we onnet together the z branh probabilities at
the entral node of the Bethe lattie. If just one of the
nodes to whih the entral node is onneted is oupied,
we an hange its assignment so that it is no longer ou-
pied while the entral node then beomes oupied. This
an be done without dereasing the paking density of the
lattie. This is the degenerate ase and must be inluded
in alulating the average over predited by the Bethe
lattie theory. The probability of nding this degenerate
state is,
D = αpP (1− pP )α−1 → αpP 2 → cP 2 (3)
The last expression on the RHS of Eq. (3) was found
using Eq. (2) and then taking the random graph limit.
The minimum vertex over is then given by,
V = 1− P −
D
2
= 1−
W (c)
c
−
W (c)2
2c
. (4)
where W (c) = cP is the Lambert funtion. That is, the
degenerate ase leads to the entral site being oupied
only half of the time. Eq. (4) is the replia symmetri
result for the average minimum over as found by Weigt
and Hartmann[3, 4℄. It gives the dashed line in Fig. 3.
The ELoPR method solves a ombinatorial problem in
a statistial physis sense. However in many ases, we
also want to nd spei exat overs from these prob-
abilities. As seen in Figs. 1 and 2, the ELoPR method
nds a relatively high fration of the nodes to be either
overed or unovered. The degenerate nodes have ELoPR
probabilities whih lie between zero and one and these
values need to be onverted into either zero or one in
order to nd a true over. We have developed a simple
proedure to do this. First we observed that the degen-
erate nodes in the ELoPR solutions are surrounded by
overed nodes. We identify a degenerate luster and ran-
domly hoose one its nodes to unover, ie we set Vi = 0
on this node. We then run ELoPR with this node xed.
This usually removes the degeneray of the luster. If
it does not, we simply identify the next degenerate lus-
ter and arry out the same proedure. Carrying out this
proedure to ompletion gives a true over. We all this
proedure the disrete instane generator (DIG). One
we have a true over, we again alulate its minimum
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Figure 3: The minimum vertex over <V> and the fration
of frozen sites <f> as a funtion of the bond onentration, c,
of random graphs. The solid line is the ELoPR result for
N = 50, 000 site random graphs. The dashed line is the
replia symmetri result, from Eq. (4). The irles (◦) are
nite size saling data from Hartmann and Weigt[3, 4℄, while
the rosses (×) are data found using the survey propagation
algorithm[7℄. The uppermost set of data (indiated by aster-
isks (*)) are the ELoPR results for the fration of sites whih
are frozen in either the overed or unovered state for one ini-
tial ondition. The remainder of the sites are degenerate and
lead to an extensive ground state entropy.
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Figure 4: The minimum vertex over before (rosses) and
after (irles) generating a true over using DIG, for N = 1000
site random graphs.
vertex over. A omparison of the minimum vertex over
before and after applying DIG to random graphs of size
N = 1000 is presented in Fig. 4. It is evident that the
DIG over and the ELoPR over are very lose for all
values of c.
We also used ELoPR and DIG to nd the minimum
vertex over on diluted triangular latties, with similarly
impressive results. Some metastability ours, as in the
random graph ase, however this is resolved by a sam-
pling of dierent initial onditions, with the probability
of nding the ground state with a give initial ondition
being well above 50% for all ases we have studied. The
presene of small loops in the triangular lattie auses
some deviation of the ELoPR over from the true over.
However the best ELoPR solution followed by the DIG
proedure leads to an exat over for all ases we have
studied by onventional means, for example the n = 100
node ase of Fig. 1.
We are exploring many extensions and appliations
of the ELoPR method. Firstly, the update proedure
(1) is not restrited to nearest neighbors and is valid for
any graph struture. One interesting problem lass is
dense paking of topologially disordered graphs, suh as
voronoi tesselations of the plane. To extend the method
beyond hard ore paking problems however, we need to
be able to inlude energy parameters in the analysis, so
that for example ompeting interations may be treated.
We have developed an ELoPR proedure whih inludes
energy terms and applies to other NP-omplete prob-
lems, for example to the oloring problem. The update
proedure is more omplex, and inludes a sum over all
possible states of the neighboring sites. For a lattie gas
problem, we then have to sum over 2v(i) ongurations,
even in the simplest ase. Nevertheless, this is still
enouraging for problems having nite onnetivity, as is
the ase for many problems of physial and tehnologial
interest. Even in ases, suh as oloring and K-SAT,
where there are more degrees of freedom, it is possible to
redue the problem to 2v(i) by using exat symmetries of
the probabilities in the problem. A presentation of these
appliations of the ELoPR onept will be presented
elsewhere.
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